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Abstract 

In this paper we considered time series dimension reduction and 

clustering. The techniques of reduction of dimension of time series 

is based on the concept of upper and lower envelopes, aggregation of the 

envelopes and extracting essential attributes. Essential attributes were 

nominalized. The reduced representation of time series is characterized by 

nominal attributes. For such representation of time series we applied 

a definition of conditions domination within each pair of clusters. The 

developed hierarchical and agglomerative method is characterized both by 

high speed of computation as well as extremely good accuracy 

of clustering was applied to solve a clustering problem of time series data. 

Keywords: time series, dimension reduction, nominal attributes, cluster 

analysis. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays there is a problem of time series clustering. Time series data are 

characterized by huge number of objects and each object is characterized 

by a large number of attributes. Analysing such data very often we have to 

overcome the curse of dimensionality of the problem.  

In this paper we will consider a time series reduction problem based on idea 

of envelopes developed by Krawczak and Szkatuła (2008) as well as 

a technique of essential attributes introduced by Krawczak and Szkatuła (2010a, 

2010b).  
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The values of the new reduced attributes were changed into intervals, and 

then the primary symbolic values were assigned to the ordinal intervals 

(Krawczak and Szkatuła, 2010c). In order to obtain the nominal representation 

of the considered time series we called each difference of two primary symbols 

by different letters of the alphabet. 

This way we were able to reduce the high dimension of each object 

to representation characterized by a short sequence of nominal symbols. 

The original time series data were remade and now each time series 

is represented by few nominal attributes instead of long string of numbers.  

In order to cluster reduced dimension time series, represented by nominal 

attributes, we developed a new technique based on relation of dominance 

between clusters. 

One can find several algorithms specialized to analysis of long chains 

of symbols. The algorithms found applications in text analysis or in 

bioinformatics (Apostolico et al., 2002), Gionis and Mannila, 2003), (Lin et al., 

2007). These algorithms are based on some measure of distance between 

objects, e.g. Wang (2010). 

Our algorithm to clustering nominal data is different than those known 

in the literature, additionally, it seems that efficiency of the new algorithm 

is also better. 

However, the clustering algorithm has several features common with 

standard ones, for example our algorithm is hierarchical and agglomerative 

("bottom-up"). The hierarchical clustering (defined by Johnson in 1967) starts 

with N single object clusters and ends reaching the prescribed number of 

clusters. This kind of algorithm allows finding the most similar pair of clusters 

and merge into a new single cluster.  

In our algorithm we introduced a definition of the condition’s dominance 

which allowed merging smaller clusters in order to get larger ones.  

The algorithm was applied to solve a clustering problem of time series data 

available at the Irvine University of California (Alcock, Manolopoulos, 1999). 

The result of clustering confirmed the efficiency of the developed clustering 

algorithm. 

2 Symbolic representation of data series 

From the available database we selected 75 time series (objects) under the 

following assumption, namely 25 objects represented Class I, next 25 objects 

represented Class II and the rest 25 objects represented Class III. The affiliation 

of the chosen objects was not used during the clustering process. 

In order to reduce time series dimensionality the following procedure was 

applied.  
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First, each object was normalized to have a mean equal to zero and 

a standard deviation equal to one.  

In results we obtained the following data  )(,...),(),( 6021 nxnxnx , for 

75,,2,1 n . It means that the number of considered object is N = 75, while 

the dimension of each object is M = 60. 

 

Application of the approach developed by Krawczak and Szkatuła (2008, 

2010a, 2010b) allows generating the m-step upper envelopes and/or m-step 

lower envelopes, where m denotes a number of sequent data values, under the 

assumptions that Mm , here it was taken 4m . 

 

Aggregation of the envelopes (Krawczak and Szkatuła, 2008, 2010a, 

2010b) reduced 4m  times dimension of each time series. In results we 

obtained the reduced form of the envelopes, now the dimension of each envelop 

(representing the object) is equal 15








m

M
. 

 

In order to get the further reduction of the objects representations the 

essential attributes were extracted. The heteroassociative neural network was 

applied to obtain E essentials attributes })}({ 1
Ej

jj nb

 , where 










m

M
E , here it 

was assumed that 5E . 

 

In the next step, the new attributes are created on the base of the essential 

attributes as rearrangements of all differences of the essential attributes. This 

way we slightly enlarge dimensionality of the data series representation, but in 

the same time we provided in some sense the distances between the essential 

attributes.  

 

Now each object is represented by 60 data points and the set 10

1)}({ 



j

jj nc  

constitutes the new representation of e.g. lower envelopes of the time series. 

These new attributes of dimension 10K  replaced the essential attributes. 

 

In this step of procedure the real values of the attributes })}({ 10

1





j

jj nc , 

75,,2,1 n , are replaced by nominal values. The replacement is done in 

such a way that the ranges of the attributes are divided into some number of 

elements. Here the problem is calculated with the method called equal width 

interval discretization, which involves determining the domain of observed 
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values of an attribute, and dividing this interval into equally size intervals. 

We obtained the nominal representation of the time series in the following form 

})}({ 10

1





j

jj na , 75,,2,1 n . 

 

This way the data series  )(,...),(),( 6021 nxnxnx , for 75,,2,1 n , was 

replaced by nominal value of the attributes  )(,...),(),( 1021 nanana , and can 

now be considered as data for clustering method for the nominal attributes. 

 

After the application of the above described procedure we obtained the 

symbolic representation of the time objects in the following form: 

 

There is a finite set of data objects U = { ne }, Nn ,,2,1  . The objects 

are described in the form of conditions associated with the finite set of attributes 

}...,,{ 1 KaaA . The set }...,,,{ ,2,1, jj Ljjja vvvV   is the domain of the attribute 

Aa j  , Kj ...,,1 , where jL  - denotes number of values of the j-th attribute.  

Each object Uen   can be described in the form of conjunction of K 

elementary conditions in the following manner 

 

ne }){(...}){( ),(,),1(,11 nKtKKnt vava     (1) 

 

where 
janjtj Vv ),(,  and Kj ...,,1 . The index ),( njt  for }...,,2,1{ Kj  

and }...,,2,1{ Nn  denotes that the attribute ja  takes value ),(, njtjv  in the 

object ne . 

 

For example, for the j-th attribute the set }...,,,{ ,2,1, jj Ljjja vvvV  , using 

letters of the alphabet, can have the following symbolic form for jL  = 9 

 

},,,,,,,,{ ihgfedcbaV
ja
 . 

 

An exemplary data object for a given  Nn ,1  can be written as follows: 

 

         
      }){(}{}{}){(}{

}{}{}{}{}{

109876

54321

gaaakacafa

eacafadabaen
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3 Basic elements of the approach  

The task of clustering can be formulated as follows: we want to splits the set 

of objects U into non-empty, disjoint subsets  CCCC ,...,, 21 , UCg

C

g


1

 , (called 

clusters) so that objects in the same cluster are similar in some sense. The set 

of clusters on U is denoted by C(U). If a certain object belongs to a definite 

cluster then it could not be included in another cluster, by assumption. Basic 

elements of proposed method were introduced below. 

Consider an attribute ja , Kj ...,,1  and no empty sets ),(, kjtjA  and 

),(, njtjA , where ),(, kjtjA ja
V , ),(, njtjA ja

V . 

We say that the condition )( ),(, kjtjj Aa   dominates the condition 

( ja  ),(, njtjA ) if the clause ),(,),(, njtjkjtj AA   is satisfied, denoted 

by )( ),(, kjtjj Aa   ( ja  ),(, njtjA ).  

Let us notice that condition }),,{( fbaa j   dominates the condition 

}),{( faa j  , i.e. }),,{( fbaa j   }),{( faa j  . 

We assume that there is lack of mutual dominance two conditions  

)( ),(, kjtjj Aa   and )( ),(, njtjj Aa   if the first condition does not dominates the 

second and   the second condition does not dominates the first, denoted 

by )( ),(, kjtjj Aa   )( ),(, njtjj Aa  .  

Let us notice that there is lack of mutual dominance of two conditions 

}),,{( fbaa j   and }),{( caa j  , i.e. }),,{( fbaa j   }),{( caa j  . 

The cluster gC  can be expressed as follows: 

)(...)( ),(,),1(,11 gKtKKgt AaAa     (2) 

where ),(, gjtjA ja
V , for Kj ...,,1 . 

We say that the object ne }){(...}){( ),(,),1(,11 nKtKKnt vava   belongs 

to the cluster  gC  if conditions:   

 

)( ),1(,11 gtAa   }){( ),1(,11 ntva   

…           (3) 
 

)( ),(, gKtKK Aa   }){( ),(, nKtKK va   

are satisfied. 
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Let’s consider two clusters: 
1g

C : )(...)( ),(,),1(,11 11 gKtKKgt AaAa   and 

2g
C : )(...)( ),(,),1(,11 22 gKtKKgt AaAa  , for 

jagjtj VA ),(, 1
, 

jagjtj VA ),(, 2
, 

Kj ...,,1 . 

We say that the cluster 
1g

C  and the cluster 
2g

C  are  -distinguishable for 

the set of attributes }:{ kj Ija  , )( kIcard , if two conditions are satisfied: 

 

1) )( ),(, 1gjtjj Aa   )( ),(, 2gjtjj Aa  , kIj                

(4) 

2) )( ),(, 1gjtjj Aa   )( ),(, 2gjtjj Aa   or )( ),(, 2gjtjj Aa   )( ),(, 1gjtjj Aa  ,   

kIKj \},...,1{ . 

 

We assume that the cluster 
1g

C : }}...,,2,1{,:{
1

NJnUee g

nn   and 

the cluster 
2g

C : }}...,,2,1{,:{
2

NJnUee g

nn 
 

are  -distinguishable for 

the set of attributes }:{ kj Ija  , )( kIcard . 

The    - conditional action rule is defined in the following manner: 

 

):( ),(,),(,),(, 213 gjtjgjtjgjtj
Ij

AAA
k




 and 




:( ),(,
\},...2,1{ 3gjtjIKj
A

k

dom }),{ ),(,),(, 21 gjtjgjtj AA    (5) 

))(),((
321 ggg CCC      

 

where dom - dominant condition.  

 

In result a new cluster 
3g

C : )(...)( ),(,),1(,11 33 gKtKKgt AaAa   contains 

the following objects },:{
21 gg

nn JJnUee  . 

We proposed a hierarchical agglomerative approach to cluster nominal data. 

The bottom level of the structure has singular clusters while the top level 

contains one cluster with all objects. During iteration two clusters are 

heuristically selected. These selected clusters are then merged to form a new 

cluster.  

Suppose we have a finite set of objects U = { ne }, Nn ,,2,1  .  
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The objects are described in the form of conditions associated with the 

finite set of attributes. We want to splits the set of objects U into non-empty, 

disjoint subsets  CCCC ,...,, 21 , UCg

C

g


1

 .  

Basic elements of proposed algorithm were introduced below. 

Step 1. U – set of objects, K - number of attributes, C - waited number 

of clusters. Each object creates one-element cluster in the initial set of 

clusters C(U), NUCcard ))(( ,   := 0. 

Step 2. From a pair of  -distinguishable clusters we create new cluster. 

If  CUCcard ))(( , go to Step 4; otherwise, if it exists pair of at the 

most  -distinguishable clusters, repeat Step 2; otherwise, go to Step 3.  

Step 3.   :=   + 1;   if    K, repeat Step 2; otherwise, go to Step 4. 

Step 4. STOP.    

4 Experimental results 

For the reduced representation of time series prepared according to the 

procedure described in Section 2 the proposed method introduced in Section 3 

was applied in order to cluster the data set U = { ne }, 75,,2,1 n , where the 

objects are described by ten nominal attributes }...,,{ 101 aaA  , and the set 

},,,,,,,,,{ jihgfedcbaV
ja
  is the domain of each attributes Aa j  , 

10...,,1j . The values of the attributes of the objects are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 

No. )(1 na  )(2 na  )(3 na  )(4 na  )(5 na  )(6 na  )(7 na  )(8 na  )(9 na  )(10 na  

1 f f d i f d g e h h 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

40 e e h b e h d h d d 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

48 h f f b h g c i c e 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

55 f e g f e g g g g g 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

75 d g e g f g f e h f 

 

Each object ne  is represented by ten elementary conditions in the following 

manner: }){(...}){( ),10(,101),1(,11 ntnt

n vavae  , where 
janjtj Vv ),(,  and 

10...,,1j , e.g. }){(...}){(}){(}){( 10321

1 hadafafae  . 
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Our goal is to partition the set of the objects U into three, non-empty, 

disjoint clusters C(U)= 
321

,, ggg CCC , where UC
ig

i




3

1

 , 
wu gg CC , for 

}3,2,1{, wu , wu  .  

The result of clustering the data set is shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 
C 1a  2a  3a  4a  5a  6a  7a  8a  9a  10a  

1g
C  d, e, f f, g, e 

b, c, d,  

f, e 
h, i, ,j e, f f, d, e i, g, h e, d, f i, h h, i 

2g
C  

e, f, g, 
h 

d, e, f h, f b, a, c c, e, g, h h, g d, c g, h, i d, c, e c, d, e 

3g
C  d, e, f 

d, g, h, 

e 

e, g, 

h 

g, f, e, 

d 
f, d, e g f, e, g 

e, f, g, 

h 
h, f, g f, g 

 

Three clusters obtained in the space of two attributes: 4a  and 8a  
is shown 

in Figure 1.
  

 

    a8 
j 

i 

h 

g 
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e 
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  a4 

        a           b          c          d           e          f           g           h           i           j  

 

Figure 1: Three clusters obtained in the space of two attributes: 4a  and 8a  

It is worth to notice that on the basis of Table 2 it is possible to create 

descriptions of clusters in the form of decision rules. These descriptions can be 

represented e.g. in the form of single-condition rules as follows 
 

Cluster 
1g

C  Cluster 
2g

C  Cluster 
3g

C  

... ... 
T T 

. . . 
T T T 

. . . . . 
T T T T T 

. . . .., .., .., 
. . . . .., .., .., .., 

. . .., .., 
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IF certain condition is fulfilled,  

THEN membership in a definite cluster takes place.  
 

 In our case, the conditional part of the rules will contain the disjunction 

of conditions related to the subset of attributes selected for the description of the 

objects. The exemplary single-condition decision rules are shown below:  
 

 IF  }),,{( 4 jiha    THEN  
1g

C , 

 IF  }),{( 7 cda    THEN  
2g

C , 

 IF  }),{( 10 gfa    THEN  
3g

C . 

 

 Consequently, the data series have been grouped into three clusters 
1g

C , 

2g
C  and 

3g
C . It must be emphasized that all 75 objects have been separated into 

three groups according to their affiliation to three different classes, so the 

clustering efficiency of the proposed methodology is 100%.  

5  Conclusions 

In this paper we considered time series data represented by a huge 

dimensionality. In order to reduce dimensionality of time series the new 

representation with nominal attributes of time series was obtained.  

For data set described by nominal attributes we introduced and developed 

the algorithm based on the idea of dominations of conditions within each pair of 

cluster. Each cluster is described by a conjunction of conditions associated with 

attributes describing objects. 

The solved example showed that the efficiency of the proposed 

methodology appeared effective in 100 per cent. 
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